Mining
Products & Services

Plasma® Bogstrops, Plasma® Sacrificial
Slings, Plasma® Soft Shackles, Tie-back
Cables, Winch Ropes, Synthetic Heavy Lift
Slings and Hardware Solutions.

About
Jeyco
Australia

Servicing the global mining industry for over 25
years, Jeyco is driven by creative thinking and a
passion to deliver safer lightweight synthetic
fibre products for each and every mining
application where heavier, and less forgiving
steel products are presently being employed.
We provide tailored solutions that deliver
optimum performance and longevity for all
applications.

An Australian company that
specialises in servicing the
Marine, Mining and Defence
industries, we can help you
identify what you need, when you
need it and ensure it is delivered
accordingly.

Complete Turn-key Solutions: At Jeyco
we have the knowledge, supervisory skills
and experience to supply and project
manage the installation of complete turn-key
solutions. From design, manufacture,
supply, inspection and testing, to installation
and maintenance, we have the capability to
provide maximum support to our clients.

Mining Solutions: We have delivered
products and services to the Global Mining
Industry, including;
•

Mine vehicle Bogstrops

•

Sacrificial slings for towing applications

•

Synthetic soft shackles for fast, safe
and lightweight connections

•

Haul pack tray Tie-back cables

•

Synthetic winch ropes

•

Traditional hardware components such
as shackles, thimbles and links

•

Customised heavy lift synthetic slings
& tethers

•

Cyclone nets

•

Rope ladders

•

Testing and inspection services
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Mining
Products

As an originator of fibre splicing and
manufacturing in Australia, Jeyco has extensive
experience in servicing the Australian Mining
industry with certified synthetic solutions that
continually perform above customer expectations.
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Plasma® Bogstrops
Towing and Recovery Made Easy
Plasma® high performance synthetic fibre
products – as strong as steel, yet
lightweight and flexible – engineered for
unusual and difficult service conditions
commonly found in towing and recovery
applications in the mining, emergency
services and construction industry.
Our Bogstrops are considered the standard
replacement for traditional steel wire tow
cables. Their lightweight and durable design
means easier handling in the field and
reduced risk of manual handling injury.
The synthetic material will not rust or corrode
and in combination with a durable jacketing
system designed for the harsh environment,
our Bogstrops provide a longer service life
than steel options. In addition, the torquefree braided construction of the lightweight,
high modulus Plasma® fibre offers a more
“controlled” snap-back pattern if the strop
should be overloaded and is much safer than
steel products when recovering machinery.

Jeyco Bogstrops
• Used to tow a freewheeling vehicle
• Used to recover a bogged vehicle
• Manufactured from high performance
HMPE fibre
• Lightweight and flexible
• High strength
• Durable design for multiple use
• Protected by Cordura and SX Gard
HMPE chafe protection
• High visibility jacket
• Standard break Bogstrop strengths up
to 1000Te
• Customisable for client applications
Benefits
• Increased productivity
• Increased efficiency
• Safer operations

Successfully used around the globe,
Plasma® Bogstrops are rapidly growing in popularity
due to ease of use, performance, safety and service life.

Design Plasma® Bogstrops are selected for each vehicle to
ensure the rated capacity of the recovery rope is sufficient for
the operation. Jeyco’s standard is to provide a rope that is
capable of having a safety factor of 2.3 on the towing vehicles
drawbar pull. Every Strop delivered comes with a tag
providing the Minimum Break Load (MBL) and a unique serial
number for traceability. Standard Bogstrop sizes are shown in
the table below: However, Jeyco can build a strop for any
application.
Single Leg Configuration
Part No.
BSTROPSL8T
BSTROPSL14T
BSTROPSL31T
BSTROPSL50T
BSTROPSL100T
BSTROPSL160T
BSTROPSL240T
BSTROPSL299T
BSTROPSL354T
BSTROPSL426T

Part No.
BSTROPG28T
BSTROPG69T
BSTROPG110T
BSTROPG147T
BSTROPG235T
BSTROPG320T
BSTROPG360T
BSTROPG494T

NEW MBL [Te]
*spliced
EYE SIZE (mm)
strength
8
300
14
300
31
500
50
500
100
500
160
500
240
750
299
750
354
1000
426
1000
NEW MBL [Te]
*spliced
EYE SIZE (mm)
strength
28
500
69
500
110
500
147
500
235
500
320
750
360
1000
494
1000

Standard
LENGTH

Total Weight
(Kg)

6000
0.8
6000
1.1
6000
1.9
6000
3.9
6000
7.9
6000
15.5
6000
28.5
8000
41.5
8000
55
8000
67
Grommet Configuration
Standard
LENGTH

Total Weight
(Kg)

6000
6000
6000
6000
6000
6000
6000
6000

1.85
4.15
7.338
9.465
19.005
26.205
29.705
48.31

Additional
WEIGHT
Per/m (Kg)
0.055
0.095
0.198
0.348
0.769
1.36
2.2
2.78
3.19
3.88
Additional
WEIGHT
Per/m (Kg)
0.118
0.292
0.475
0.621
1.17
1.62
1.82
2.78

Target Vehicles
Light Vehicles
Light Vehicles
Light Vehicles
Light Vehicles
Medium Vehicles and Dozers
Medium Vehicles and Dozers
Large Trucks and Dozers
Large Trucks and Dozers
Large Trucks and Dozers
Large Trucks and Dozers

Target Vehicles
Light Vehicles
Light Vehicles
Medium Vehicles and Dozers
Medium Vehicles and Dozers
Large Trucks and Dozers
Large Trucks and Dozers
Large Trucks and Dozers
Large Trucks and Dozers

Recommended attachment points should have a minimum D:d (diameter of “curvature” of the load bearing
tow point to the diameter of the rope) of 2:1. Please consult Jeyco for more information.
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Plasma® Sacrificial Slings
Sustainable Vehicle Recovery
Traditional steel wire ropes are heavy,
inflexible and potentially dangerous if
broken. Jeyco’s Plasma® Sacrificial Slings
when paired with the Plasma® Bogstrops
provide a durable and long-lasting alternative
to steel wire.
Our Sacrificial Slings are designed to
minimise the risk of damage to the main bog
strop through abrasion and fatigue on the
tow points. This leads to returned savings on
recovery equipment.
An added advantage is the durability of the
sling itself—although classed as a sacrificial
component in the set-up Sacrificial Slings
can provide years of service prior to
retirement.
Sacrificial Slings reduce vehicle
recovery costs and increase operational
efficiency.
Benefits
• Increased efficiency and reduced cost
when used in conjunction with our
Plasma® Bogstrops

Features
• Minimises abrasion and fatigue on the
main Plasma® Bogstrop by acting as a
sacrificial component
• Lightweight and flexible
• High strength
• Durable SX Gard chafe protection
• Multiple use
• Customisable for client applications
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Safer and Lighter
Plasma® and Technora Tie-back Cables
Plasma® and Technora Tie-Back
products are rated, tested and custom
designed to suit a range of vehicle
makes and models.
Patented Plasma® HMPE and Technora
fibre form the core strength member of
synthetic tie-back cables which greatly
increases operator’s safety and productivity.
The jacketed Plasma® and Technora truck
Tie-back cables are designed and built
specifically to keep a truck bed open during
maintenance. It is lightweight, with durable
end terminations and will provide similar
elongation properties to the heavy wire rope
cable it is designed to replace.
Plasma® ropes are used extensively in
critical applications around the world as a
proven replacement to wire rope.
Benefits
• Increased productivity
• Increased efficiency
• Safer operations

Plasma® and Technora Tie-Back Cables
• An engineered synthetic fibre cable
custom designed for each vehicle
• Designed for various truck makes and
models
• Manufactured from high performance
fibres.
• Durable design for multiple use
• Protected by Cordura® and SX Gard
HMPE chafe protection
• Lightweight and flexible
• Easy handling
• High strength
• High visibility
• Removable jacket for core inspection

Plasma® Synthetic Soft Shackles
Safe lightweight connections eliminating hardware
Using hardware in the field can be labour
intensive and hazardous. Traditional
connection hardware such as steel shackles
are heavy, inflexible, difficult to rig and
introduce manual handling issues.
Manufactured using high performance
Plasma® rope, synthetic shackles remove
the requirement for heavy hardware
components when joining components
together. They are lighter and easier to
handle making them safer and faster to use
in the field than traditional steel shackles and
eliminate potential steel projectiles.
Jeyco supplies a range of standard sizes and
strengths but can also manufacture and
design custom shackles for specific customer
requirements.

Jeyco’s Plasma® synthetic shackles are
lighter, safer and allow quick connection
of synthetics in the field.
Benefits
• Increased productivity
• Increased efficiency
• Safer operations

Jeyco supplies two ranges of synthetic soft
shackles, a standard range for use in
recreational and industrial applications and
a premium range featuring high durability
over-braid jacketing to give extra life in
mining, marine and lifting applications.

Standard range (left) and Premium range
(right) with durable over-braid jacket
Features
• Lightweight and flexible
• High strength
• Multiple use
• Buoyant in water
• Not affected by bending diameter
• Durable over-braid jacket
• Remove requirement for knots
• Customisable for client applications
• No maintenance

Range and Sizing Capacity Charts
Standard Range Sizing and Capacity
Part No:

Rope Diameter:
(mm)

Shackle Length:
(mm)

MBL:
(Te)

176744

6

300

4

176745

11

300

14

176748

16

300

34

176745PRO

11

300

23

176748PRO

16

300

56

Premium Range Sizing and Capacity
Part No:

Rope Diameter:
(mm)

Shackle Length:
(mm)

MBL:
(Te)

EHL-316-006

5

150

6

EHL-014-006

6

150

9

EHL-516-010

8

250

13

EHL-038-010

9

250

19

EHL-716-010

11

250

21

EHL-012-010

12

250

28

EHL-916-010

14

250

34

EHL-058-018

16

450

46

EHL-034-018

18

450

62

EHL-078-024

22

600

83

EHL-001-024

24

600

99

EHL-118-024

28

600

133

EHL-114-024

30

600

149

EHL-112-028

36

700

200
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Plasma® and DT Composite Winch Ropes
Strong as steel but up to 80% lighter
Today’s riggers need products and
equipment that will help them do their job
better, faster, and safer. Jeyco
manufactures a wide range of high
performance synthetic fibre winch lines
which are stronger, safer, lighter and easier
to handle than wire cable.
Jeyco’s range of Plasma® winch lines spool
evenly and pull off the drum much easier
than steel. They offer superior flexibility and
are easy to inspect; they don’t rust, corrode
or fish-hook like wire or chain. These
features translate into less downtime and
higher productivity on site. Other synthetic
fibre constructions are available, and we can
design ropes for any application.
Jeyco’s DT Composite rope has a Plasma®
core for high strength and an over-braided
Polyester jacket for additional durability in
the field making it an exceptional
replacement for wire in winching
applications.
Benefits
• Increased productivity
• Increased efficiency
• Safer operations

Winch Ropes
• Manufactured from high performance
lightweight synthetic fibres
• Equal or greater strength to wire, size for
size
• Lightweight and flexible
• Easy handling
• High visibility
• Reduced risk of recoil if overloaded
• Inspectable and repairable

Plasma® and DT Composite

Plasma®
0.1Te to
2233Te MBL

DT Composite
6.7Te to
112.2Te MBL

Trust Jeyco for proven rope solutions
to increase productivity, efficiency,
and ultimately profitability in mining
operations.
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Heavy Lift and Customised Slings
Tailor Made for Your Application
Synthetic fibre lifting slings allow operators
to rig and lift in less time with greater safety
and less risk of damage to equipment.
Engineered for each individual application,
Jeyco offers two types of heavy lift slings; Rope
slings and Heavy Lift Roundslings.
Material Selection
Each of our custom designed Slings use
material specific to your application. We
carefully select the optimal core material based
on our experience and your application
requirements.
Custom Protective Covers
To protect potential wear areas, the selected
core material is encased in a protective cover
to ensure a durable and long-lasting lift
solution. These tough jackets can be matched
to your specific needs.
Rope Slings
• Manufactured from high performance
fibres
• No upper length limits
• Lightweight and easy to handle
• Chafe protection options
• Custom design per application
• Inspectability and repair
• Can be quickly fabricated or adjusted on
site.

Heavy Lift Roundslings
• No visible knots or splices
• Can produce short lengths
• Engineered for precision lifting
• Custom design per application
• High strength efficiency
• Better suited for multiple uses
• Simplifies the rigging solution
• Low D:d ratios
• Chafe protection options
• Recognition by class societies
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Hardware and Fittings
Connections for all Applications
Jeyco supplies a number of connecting
hardware options. Whether it is a general towing
application or highly customised engineered lift,
Jeyco can offer advice and supply the right
hardware for the job.
Green Pin Standard Shackles
• Rated to Australian Standard with a safety
factor of 6:1
• Suitable for general rigging or engineered lifts
• Safety Bow or Screw Pin options available
Green Pin Sling Saver Shackles
• Increased bearing diameter to improve
performance of synthetic ropes and slings
• Rated to Australian Standard with a safety
factor of 5:1
• Suitable for general rigging or engineered lifts
Studless, Studlink and Curtain Chain
• Various onshore and offshore grades and sizes
• Compatible chain fittings such as anchor
shackles, pear links, masterlinks, hammerlocks
etc. fittings available as required
Specialised Thimbles
• Increases bearing diameter to improve
performance of synthetic ropes and slings
• Increases durability of eyes in synthetic ropes
and slings
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Synthetic Chafe Protection
Extra Protection for Harsh Conditions
When extra protection is needed to protect
your rope from abrasion, Jeyco offers several
chafe gear options, which range in protective
quality, weight and price. Rope can be
completely covered with protection (eyes and
body), or simply protected in critical areas: e.g.,
the crown of an eye.
SX Gard Chafe Sleeve:
Combining the lightweight, non-waterabsorbing properties of HMPE fibre in a tightly
braided cover sleeve, SX offer the best cut
and abrasion resistance of all chafe gear. SX
has a polyurethane coating and can be seized
or spliced into any rope.
Cordura® and PTC woven tubular covers:
The most common type of economical rope
protection offered, Cordura and PTC sleeves
can be ordered in sewn tubular form to slip over
the rope, or with hook and loop attachments
that can be removed to inspect the rope
underneath.
HMPE Asgard Chafe Sleeve:
Asgard is a woven, laminated and PU coated
layered construction which can be sewn into
customised wear pads and chafe protection for
superior protection against wear.

Inspection and Testing Services
Continued Support for Customers
Inspection:
We have experienced inspectors and
splicers to undertake detailed visual
inspections. Inspections are carried out
both in the field and at our workshops and
comprehensive inspection reports are
issued to clients.
Testing:
Jeyco can provide testing at NATA
endorsed testing facilities for all of its of
rigging products and break testing as and
when required by its customers.
Recertification and Repair:
Jeyco is dedicated to recertification and
repair over replacement of ropes where
possible. Jeyco has developed an initiative
which encourages ropes to be inspected and
cropped at regular intervals including
destructive testing to determine the residual
strength in the product after a time in
operation. With the compilation of these
results and analysing the trends in the data it
is possible to determine a retirement regime
which reduces the risk of rigging failure in
the field while still getting the optimum life
from the product.

Specification
Sheets

Plasma 12 Strand

X

Plasma 12 x 12 Strand

X

DT Rope

X

Green Pin Screw Pin and Safety Bow Shackles

X

Green Pin Sling Saver Shackles

X

Specialised Thimbles

X

Chain Dimensions

X

Studlink Chain – Grade 3

X

Chain Fittings

X

TECH SHEET

Plasma® 12 Strand

Plasma® world patented 12 strand is the
highest strength synthetic rope available.
Plasma® 12 strand is manufactured from
High Modulus Polyethylene (HMPE) that has
been enhanced by Cortland’s patented
recrystallization process.
Plasma® 12 strand is delivered with a
polyurethane finish and is easily spliced
using a simple lockstitch type splice, 4-3-2 or
5-4-3 tuck splice. Its soft, torque free braided
construction provides easy handling.
Features & Benefits
• Highest strength
• Lowest stretch
• Low creep
• Soft hand
• Torque-free
• Easy splicing
• Floats
• Lloyds Registry, BV and other
foundation certification available on
application
Applications
• Replacement for wire rope
• Vessel mooring lines
• Inland river barge lines
• Lifting slings
• Recreational vehicle winch lines
• Utility winch and pulling lines
• Theatrical rigging

TECH SHEET

Plasma® 12x12 Strand

Plasma® 12x12 is a 12-strand braided
rope in which each of the 12 strands is, in
turn, a 12-strand rope, or braided primary
strand. Plasma® 12 strand is manufactured
from High Modulus Polyethylene (HMPE)
that has been enhanced by Cortland’s
patented recrystallization process.
This patented construction addresses the
most critical properties of the fibres to
provide a very high strength translation
efficiency for larger ropes. This design
allows for long lay lengths, making rope that
is more flexible for bending applications,
easy to inspect, and can be quickly spliced
using standard 12 strand splicing
techniques. Plasma® 12x12 is supplied with
our standard polyurethane finish, although
other coatings can be applied to suit specific
applications.
Features & Benefits
• World’s strongest rope for its weight
• Long lengths available
• High flex fatigue and abrasion
resistance
• Easy to splice, inspect and repair
• Neutrally buoyant in water
• Select sizes are ABS & DNV type
approved
Applications
• Replacement for wire rope heavy lift
slings
• Tug vessel assist lines
• Vessel mooring lines
• Offshore working ropes
• Lashings

TECH SHEET

Composite
DTD/T
Rope
the
D/T

Double Braid
D/T Composite is a double braided
rope with the inner core made of
Plasma® and the outer sleeve of
polyester. D/T Composite has very low
elongation, high strength and the feel
and handling of polyester double braid.
It is identified with three external black
markers. D/T Composite is delivered
standard with an overlay marine finish
and is available on special order with a
spliceable polyurethane finish in clear or
any of six colors.
Features & Benefits
• High strength
• Low stretch
• Soft hand
• Torque free
• Easy splicing
Applications
• Winch lines
• Crane lines
• Theatrical rigging
• Utility pulling line

TECH SHEET

Green Pin Shackles

TECH SHEET

Green Pin Sling Saver Shackles

TECH SHEET

Specialised Thimbles
Jeyco offers a range of different thimbles for various applications. Please contact Jeyco for
sizing and availability.
Standard GN Thimbles

Synthetic Rope Thimbles

Gusseted Tubular Thimbles

TECH SHEET

Chain - Dimensions
Studlink Chain
Commonly used marine chain with a central stud for extra weight and to prevent elongation
under extreme loads. Jeyco offers grade 2 and Grade 3 in normal marine chain and up to
R5 in offshore chain

TECH SHEET

Studlink Chain – Grade 3

TECH SHEET

Chain Fittings
Jeyco offers a range of different chain fittings for various applications. Please contact Jeyco
for sizing and availability.

jeyco.com.au

PERTH – WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Tel: (08) 9249 6701
info@jeycoaustralia.com.au

DARWIN – NORTHERN TERRITORY
Tel: (08) 8941 1770
info@jeycoaustralia.com.au

